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HILISIBE POULTRY FIRM
is ready for Mix-Mill.* Are you?

Glenn, Ronald, and Clifford Cayman can show you this modem
feed processing operation and answer many of your questions.

Plan to visit them during the

OPEN HOUSE
September
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Your plan for growth is a
more important factor
than the size of your farm i

in determining whether or , I,
not you need a Mix Mill. • i
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Glenn Cayman and his sons have
farmed the land and operated the
poultry business at the Open House site
since 1932 As the complex expands,
ways must be found to cut overhead
For the Caymans, a Mix Mill on-the-farm
feed factory seemed a likely place to
save both time and money
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Look into

The Caymans have looked at feed factory set-
ups at farm shows and were contemplating a
grain storage facility, but the serious planning
was engineered by a knowledgeable Tam-Agn
salesperson who devised such "extras" as the
specially constructed oyster shell bin (pictured
left) and showed the Caymans how a larger
elevator leg now would save money in future
expansion With an eye on the agn-
busmessman’s budget, Tam-Agn utilized bins
already on the farm and even suggested that
the "U"-trough be placed under roof so
unloading in bad weather would be easier

The result, according to Ronald Cayman
"Less time is spent mixing and grinding the
gram than was previously spent buying and
transporting it Then, too, the quality of the
mix and special ingredients can be effectively
controlled when we make our own feed'

This system was designed, supplied and
constructed by:

13,1978-10a.m.tO 4p.m.
R.D. 11, North Franklin Street Extended
Chambersburg, Pa.
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From Ronald (pictured here) “Every operation is different For us, good
quality ingredients bought at favorable market prices and stored for the
future are the key to savings ”

Ron is please with the system recently installed by Tam-Agn Corporation
"My bigg’st concern was uninterrupted egg production. Production has held
steady since the Mix Mill feed factory is operating, and we forsee no
problems''
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